Solution for
University Recruiting
Overview
Companies like Intuit, Pinterest, and Robinhood partner with Karat
each University Recruiting season to create a fair, predictive, and enjoyable interviewing process at scale. Karat makes this possible by applying
Interview Engineering to the entire hiring process—starting with technical
interviews conducted by Karat’s global network of Interview Engineers.
Beyond interviewing, Karat partners with your University Recruiting and
Engineering teams team to ensure each season has a higher hiring yield
than the last. We do this by aligning code challenges and technical interviews to your hiring bar, measuring and optimizing the hiring funnel, and
identifying previously overlooked pools of talent.
Clients are supported by Client Success Managers, Alignment Engineers
who configure Karat code challenges and interviews to your job descriptions and hiring bar, and live 24/7 Operations Specialists are on call to
support your candidates and recruiters.

Preparing for the season
Measuring performance and results
Building brand affinity with
candidates and new hires
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Preparing for the season
Your partnership with Karat will begin with a review of your hiring program’s scale and goals.
This will determine use of a code challenge, technical interview format, and benchmark critical
KPIs like onsite to offer ratio and offer to hire ratio.

Creating a diverse talent pipeline
Many Karat clients use University Recruiting as a key component in their DEI strategy. For
University Recruiting leaders who aim to hire talent outside of their core schools, working with
Karat provides unlimited bandwidth to interview candidates with an approach that is consistent and fair, as well as inroads to some of the best computer science programs at the top
Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Hispanic-Serving Institutions.

Pairing code challenges with live technical interviews
Companies with large scale University Recruiting programs often place a code challenge at
the top of the hiring funnel. The Karat code challenge is a take home assessment that results
in a pass or fail recommendation. Candidates who pass are invited to schedule a live technical
interview with a Karat Interview Engineer.
Karat code challenges can be customized to filter more candidates in, rather than out. A
“review” recommendation is an available option, which supports candidates who may have to
manually run their code. Similarly, the percentage of correct test cases required for a “pass”
recommendation can be modified.
The Karat Alignment Engineering team will work with your University Recruiting and
Engineering teams to complete a full job analysis for each role. They will align the code challenge and technical interview to your hiring bar based on hiring outcomes in real-time
throughout the season.

Selecting code challenges and technical interview formats
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For long term partnerships, the Karat team uses the previous year’s performance to inform
alignment of your code challenge and/or technical interview format.

Sample Karat code challenge

The live technical interview takes place and is recorded in our IDE, Karat studio.
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A data-driven approach to meeting hiring goals
University Recruiting is very much a race against time in which candidate experience can’t be
compromised. For high-bar companies, meeting hiring goals typically requires 60% of interviews to be completed by October. Karat accelerates interviewing by creating unlimited interviewing bandwidth and enabling automated scheduling, 24/7.
Prior to the beginning of the season, Karat Client Success Managers work with you to craft
a plan for meeting your hiring goals. This includes identifying key milestones, such as offers
extended and accepted by a key date. Karat will use these KPIs to make recommended changes
to the program to ensure success.

Increase hiring yield using data-driven insights

Measuring Performance and Results
Reliable candidate recommendations
Karat provides a recommendation, recording, and full write-up based on a structured scoring
rubric for each candidate’s live technical interview with an Interview Engineer. These recommendations are determined using signal on key competencies that are aligned to your hiring bar.

Selecting code challenges and technical interview formats
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Hiring funnel analytics and insights
Throughout the season the Karat team will provide you with hiring funnel analytics both as
on-demand status updates and weekly snapshots. These weekly snapshots can highlight
aggregate performance and by school, program, gender, or ethnicity. Karat will aggregate this
data across its dataset to identify key strategic opportunities to reach DEI goals.

Hiring funnel performance by recommendation tier

This hiring funnel shows high onsite to offer ratios and a reliably high close rate for candidates
in the top two recommendation tiers. Hiring funnel analyses are customized to match the
client process.

Hiring funnel insights

Intern
School

New Grad
Top Two Tiers

N

Carnegie Melon

80%

50

Stanford

68%

20

The University of Texas

50%

University of Michigan

49%

School

Top Two Tiers

N

Carnegie Melon

80%

20

Stanford

71%

15

20

The University of Texas

65%

10

15

University of Michigan

64%

10

University Recruiting leaders can gain visibility into performance by school and leverage Karat’s
dataset to identify new schools to include in the program.
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Building brand affinity with candidates
and new hires
Interview Engineers and bias mitigation
Interview Engineers are experienced developers who have made interviewing their job. Each
live technical interview is conducted by an Interview Engineer, providing candidates a high
touch experience with the opportunity to give Karat feedback on different aspects of the
interview.
Interview Engineers receive more than 20 hours of coaching on interviewing best practices
prior to beginning interviews. They also receive regular performance reviews which account
for candidate feedback and interview consistency.

Karat surveys all candidates about their experience following the interview. 95% rate the
experience as positive.

Interview preparation
Prior to the interview candidates are
guided through checking their A/V,
learn about your company, and given a
primer on what to expect in the technical interview.
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Redo
All candidates are given the opportunity to redo their technical interview if they feel they didn’t
perform well. Anxiety is a well-known detriment to performance, especially among junior candidates. Approximately 18% of all candidates choose to redo their interview.

“The interview was very fluidly done, the
technology used was excellent, etc. I’m
looking forward to my redo, thank you
for the opportunity.
Roblox candidate, June 2020

“Dennis, my interview engineer was very
helpful and motivated me because in
the first part of the interview, I got nervous and discouraged. But at the end I
did solve the problem by getting little
hints from Dennis. I truly liked this platform for encouraging and giving second
chance! Thanks again!”

“Rohit was a great [Interview Engineer],
was not intimidating and helped with
hints and questions when needed. It
was a great experience for my first
coding challenge.”
Hippo Insurance candidate, July 2020

Hippo Insurance candidate, June 2020

ABOUT KARAT
Karat conducts live, highly predictive technical interviews and powers world-class hiring
processes for leading organizations like Intuit, Pinterest, and Robinhood.
Karat’s network of experienced Interview Engineers have conducted tens of thousands of technical interviews with software engineering job candidates. Clients increase capacity to interview with structure and consistency all while providing exceptional candidate experiences.
Karat has amassed the largest, most robust dataset of structured-interview intelligence to
produce never-before-seen hiring analytics.
Trusted by the best

Learn more about Interview Engineering at karat.com
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